FCCLA Regional Competition Winners
Samuel Main- Hospitality, Tourism and Recreation

Sam researched and compared hotels to help him developed his own hotel business plan, client services, and website.
His hotel, The Oasis, was a hit with the judges! In addition, he completed an on-site case study to demonstrate his
problem-solving skills.

Evan Johnson and Chantsamone Keomphay- Food Innovations

Evan and Chantsamone created their own recipe for an ethnic-inspired refrigerated children’s meal with less than 650
calories, less than 10% saturated fat, and less than 640 mg of sodium. They made a Vietnamese sandwich, tested it on
focus groups and modified their product from the feedback received. They also created a marketing plan and packaging
for their product with complete nutrition facts.

Paulina Pena, Momoka Kitatani, and Erica George- Illustrated Talk
These ladies researched and created a presentation about social anxiety. They presented to Ms. Hanson’s health

classes and discussed multiple strategies high school students can address this concern.

Maren Davis, Anika McManamen, and Malina Walkush- Life Event Planning

These three students completed a budgeting project for a three-day hike they plan to take in July. They evaluated their
needs, wants, and financial challenges to create their budget. Then they comparison shopped for all the equipment they
will need, while staying within their budget.

Tessa Locknane and Abby Hicks- Interior Design

Tessa and Abby designed a floor plan, elevation, and furniture/interior plan according to NKBA guidelines and the
specific housing needs and budget of their clients. They created a beautiful Craftsman-style cottage with a warm and
modern interior.

Veronica Martinez and Kyle Hendrickson- Promote and Publicize FCCLA

Veronica and Kyle developed a promotion and publicity plan to increase membership and involvement in our FCCLA
chapter. Their project increased chapter membership by 50%, involved almost 70 students in FCCLA service projects and
meetings, increased participation in competitive events. At the competition they were given a scenario and wrote an
impromptu publicity plan.

